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“At the same time 
we are learning 
#ENGLISH and 
having fun... that’s 
a good method.”

@Rodrigo (Spain)
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The Course
KKCL Juniors is for boys and girls aged between 11 and 17. The 
course has been specially designed for teenagers and older children 
to appeal to their sense of individuality and creativity.

We are particularly proud of our Go Create! English Lessons. These 
one-of-a-kind classes allow our students to use their imagination 
and language skills - not to mention their desire to show off a bit! - 
to produce something in English that is uniquely theirs, while at the 
same time allowing us to design dynamic, challenging English lessons 
like no-one else.

Inside this brochure you will find information on all aspects of KKCL 
Juniors including:

 3 Go Create! English 

 3 Cultural Trips and Tours

 3 Sports and Activities

 3 Accommodation and Food

 3 English Club online learning

The School
KKCL is a triple-accredited school, which has been welcoming English 
language students for close to fifteen years. We are dedicated to 
providing quality English and Exam Preparation courses for adults as 
well as exciting  KKCL Junior programmes for young learners.

We say our school is “Triple-accredited” because we are exactly that. 
We have been reviewed and accredited by both the British Council 
and QAA, and are top-rated by the ISI, exceeding expectations in 
all three sections of their standards assessment. Understandably, 
we are very proud of these three accreditations, since it shows our 
commitment to the highest standards of education and welfare.

Our lessons take place in one of two locations. The first is in Harrow, 
in our Grade-2 listed building (originally a village school house), 
which has stood for well over a hundred years in our leafy corner 
of London. You will find it has excellent modern facilities, bright, 
cosy classrooms, a comfortable student lounge, and our own stylish 
cafeteria serving a wide variety of international food. The Piccadilly 
line is less than 5 minutes walk away. 

Message from Stephen
Welcome to KKCL Juniors! Over the coming pages, you’re going to discover all the 
things that make our school different - from fun (and educational!) trips, activities 
and tours, to our unique and challenging Go Create! English lessons, your experience 
is sure to be one you’ll never forget. And that’s without even mentioning the added 
excitement of being in one of the world’s most incredible cities, London!  We can’t 
wait to see you at KKCL. Enjoy the brochure.

Stephen O’Sullivan 
Director of Studies at KKCL

WELCOME TO THE PROGRAMME

TRIPLE-ACCREDITED SCHOOL 
RATED 1:1:1 BY ISI 

RANKED AS ONE OF THE TOP 35 LANGUAGE SCHOOLS  

IN THE UK BY EL GAZETTE

QAA Reviewed
Quality Assurance Agency

for Higher Education

Our second location is a Zone 2 residential summer school in 
Camden. One of the most fashionable and exciting boroughs in 
London, Camden is the perfect fit for the unique classes we offer. 

Details of our centres can be found at www.kkcljuniors.com.

Year-Round Closed Groups
We are always happy to welcome closed groups of younger 

learners (typically ages six to nine) and young adults, as well as 

courses tailor-made for Erasmus, PON and Trinity students. Our 

whole programme prides itself on creativity and versatility, so 

it’s no wonder that we are always ready to adapt. In the past we 

have designed special courses geared towards Theatre & Drama, 

Journalism, and British Culture, to name but a few. Get in touch to 

find out what exactly we can do for you!
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“It was fun and 
after the activities 
I feel more 
#CONFIDENT.”

@Alice (Italy)
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The Details
 3 20 hours per week of Go Create! English lessons

 3 Maximum 15 students per class

 3 Integrated course of workshops and English lessons

On a normal day of Go Create! English - if there is such thing as a 
normal day! - the language is explored in the classroom and then 
followed up and put into practice in creative workshops. The pieces of 
work students produce in fields as diverse as animation, filmmaking 
and music production will often be used in further classroom.

Whether the student is writing and recording their very own radio 
play, interviewing real-life Londoners, or coding websites, the focus 
of each workshop will always be on real English and using it creatively.

Exam Preparation Option
We also prepare closed groups of students for Trinity, TELC and 
Cambridge exams if required, and generally these exams will take 
place on the final day of school. We are a registered examination 
centre for both Trinity and TELC.

GO CREATE! ENGLISH

Sample Timetable
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

Breakfast 8:00-8:30

Full Day 
Excursion 

London 
Greenwich 

Lessons 
Go Create! 

English 
4 hours 

Lessons 
Go Create! 

English 
4 hours 

Lessons 
Go Create! 

English 
4 hours 

Lessons 
Go Create! 

English 
4 hours 

Lessons 
Go Create! 

English 
4 hours 

Full Day 
Excursion 

Oxford 
 

Lunch 13:00-13:30

Excursion 
Heart of London 

Tour 

Activities 
Quiz + Ten-pin 

Bowling 

Trip 
BBC Tour 

 

Excursion 
Natural History 

Museum 

Sports Day 
Golf Coaching 

in Harrow 

Dinner 19:00-19:30

Activate your English
Many schools offer workshops; many schools offer English lessons. But very few can offer the genuinely integrated 
experience that we can. We call it Go Create! English - fun, challenging English lessons that connect directly with 
creative media workshops. 

Go Create! English offers...
 3 Dynamic, qualified teachers

All our teachers are creative, engaging and fully qualified. They use a 
wide range of materials, media and different technologies in lessons, 
as well as music, drama and storytelling.

 3 Accurate level-testing
After students have been welcomed to the school (and told a few 
rules!) they sit our grammar and speaking tests, as well complete  a 
needs analysis. Right from the start, we make sure to get to know our 
students as both people and learners.

We place students according to language level primarily, but always 
take nationality and age into account. Once that is all done, it’s time 
to go create!

 3 Individual Certificates
Every student receives a KKCL Juniors certificate on departure.

 3 Blended Learning 
We have our own fully-equipped computer lab which can be used for 
e-learning sessions, supervised research and to take on animation 
and video projects! Go Create! projects also extend onto our online 
learning platform, KKCL English Club - more on that later!
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“We learnt how 
to make our own 
#MUSIC,  write a 
song and make a 
music #VIDEO. It 
was amazing.”

@ Hanqiu  (China)
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GO CREATE! ENGLISH

Go Create! English also includes:
Photography 
Take portraits, action shots and make special long-exposure light 
drawings! 

TV Presenting 
Get in front of the camera and host your own TV show using 
professional equipment!

Animation 
Create your own animated story with characters, dialogue, music 
and effects!

Radio Play 
Explore foley artist sound design, write your script, and perform it 
live in the studio! 

Fashion
Create your own designs, source the raw materials and present your 
prototype!

Filmmaking
Students are invited to shoot for the stars in our Filmmaking sessions! 

Under the careful eye of their teachers, students create a story 
outline for a short film, type the full script and then rehearse it. This 
is where the morning’s work on pronunciation and intonation comes 
in, as students work together to get their performance just right! 
Finally, students perform the finished scenes in front of the camera. 

Once the films are edited and finished, students watch them back in 
class and use them as the basis for varied activities, such as using the 
new characters for language roleplays.

Music Production and Video
One of the most popular weeks of our syllabus is Music Week. From 
using songs and rap to learn about stress and speaking rhythm, to 
designing their own bands and sitting down for recorded interviews, 
any budding stars will have plenty to engage with. 

But what good is a band without a song? In the Go Create! Music 
Production lesson, our students’ vocabulary and pronunciation skills 
are pushed to the limit. Students will create their own sample-based 
tracks on our computers, record live instruments and vocals and 
even star in their own music video later in the week! 

Web Design
It’s always important for students to be properly introduced to 
the wonderful city of London. In class, students might be writing 
postcards back home, discussing their trips and excursions, and 
watching videos about local history, but in Go Create! Web Design 
students can create their own London blog! After learning how to 
hand-code a modern website using HTML and CSS, they make a 
home page, blog, navigation menu and their own photo gallery.

Once the page is set up, it’s time to start adding content from class. 
Thoughts on London and the school, photos of their excursions 
and classes, and activities they want to share are all added as they 
progress.

Interviewing
After taking our fascinating BBC Tour (see below) - as well as role-
playing the interaction in class beforehand - students hit the streets 
of London with microphone, camera and clipboard and learn about 
the opinions and lives of everyday Londoners. 

Besides the great benefit that comes with the confidence boost of 
speaking English in a real-life situation, the recordings and videos are 
then used for listening activities in future English lessons!

Learn New Skills and Discover Hidden Talents 
Go Create! is more than just a selection of fun media workshops (though they certainly are fun as well!). Rather, 
it’s a way of teaching and practising English that allows the students to use their creativity to produce something 
different from what they produce back home. How does this integration happen?

BBC Tour
Step inside the exciting world of broadcasting with this Go Create! 

English trip! During our BBC Tour you are invited to peek behind 

the scenes of the UK national broadcaster’s live broadcasting hub 

and hear what goes on at the beating heart of the BBC!

You’ll learn about the rich history of the BBC, view the company’s 

new state of the art newsroom and even have the chance to 

try your hand at reading the news and weather yourself on the 

interactive news set!
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“I’ve seen 
the most 
#INCREDIBLE 
PLACES of my 
life!”

@Francesca (Italy)
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TRIPS & ACTIVITIES

Sports and Recreational Activities
Our  activities give students the opportunity to get to know each 
other and have fun in a safe environment. Students have access 
to sports facilities at local sports centres and there are many 
entertaining events both inside and outside the school.

Common Recreational Activities include...
 3 Ten-Pin Bowling

 3 Barbecue

 3 Games night

 3 Film night

 3 Forest Treasure Hunt

 3 Swimming 

 3 Quiz night

 3 Music video

 3 Golf coaching with PGA professional

 3 Sports Days including tennis, football, volleyball and ultimate 
Frisbee.

London Trips
“When a man is tired of London, he is tired of life,” said Samuel 
Johnson, the famous English writer, and we couldn’t agree more. We 
want to make sure everyone appreciates this amazing city as much 
as we do. We offer a range of excursions to different parts of London. 
Tour groups are led and supervised by activity leaders and teachers 
to ensure the safety and security of students at all times.

Past London Trips have included...
 3 Buckingham Palace

 3 The Houses of Parliament & Westminster Abbey

 3 Covent Garden & Piccadilly Circus

 3 Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre

 3 The Tower of London

 3 The Natural History Museum

 3 The Science Museum

 3 St James’s Park & Hyde Park

 3 The British Museum

 3 The London Eye

 3 Camden Town

 3 Trafalgar Square

 3 Greenwich

Trips Beyond the Capital
London is wonderful, but there is so much more than the capital 
to discover! The UK is a country of fascinating history, beautiful 
countryside and charming towns, and we want our students to 
experience every aspect of it.

Student groups travel on full-day trips outside London, and like our 
London Trips, they are as educational as they are fun.

Past Trips have included...
 3 Brighton

 3 Windsor

 3 Stonehenge

 3 Bath

 3 Oxford

 3 Cambridge

 3 Stratford-Upon-Avon

Take your English outside the classroom
Students don’t just come to KKCL Juniors for English lessons - they are also here to have a holiday, make new 
friends and practise their English in fun, social situations. So in addition to our morning Go Create! English classes 
we offer a range of tours, activities and weekend trips, each providing invaluable opportunities to explore London, 
have fun, and - yes - speak English!

Wembley
The famous stadium is only a short bus ride away. Here you can 

enjoy the shops and restaurants around the home of the England 

Football team as well as tour the magnificent stadium itself. There 

is also Wembley Arena, the second largest concert arena in 

London, world famous for its big music events!
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My English 
#HOST FAMILY 
were great!

@Natalia (Spain)
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CENTRES & ACCOMMODATION

Homestays
Harrow & Camden Town

 3 Immersive British experience

 3 English language used throughout the stay

 3 Meals provided (at homestay or school)

 3 Weekly Laundry service

 3 Shared bathroom or en suite

 3 24-hour emergency number

                                                                                                                      

Homestays are a perfect way to experience 
a friendly atmosphere with the chance 
to practise English and learn about the 
British way of life. London is a city bursting 
with diversity and different cultures so 
hosts can come from any number of ethnic 
backgrounds, but English is always the main 
spoken language at home. 

We always do our best to match the needs 
and requests of students during the 
allocation process and all our homestays are 
within reasonable distance of the school, 
with convenient access to public transport. 
Every homestay is pre-inspected by KKCL or 
our partner agencies to guarantee a happy 
and rewarding experience. 

Generally, breakfast is provided by 
homestays, with lunch and evening meals 
provided by the school, although these 
can be provided by homestay as well if the 
student chooses.

Residence
Camden Town (UCL Max Rayne)

 3 Zone 2 Central London Location

 3 Wings for Male and Female students

 3 Single rooms

 3 Breakfast at UCL, lunch and dinner at WMC 

 3 Self-operated Laundry Service

 3 24-hour emergency number

                                                                                                                      

This accommodation is offered to students 
who are studying in Camden Town as part of 
our Summer School. Students stay together 
after classes and excursions have finished 
and participate in evening activities together, 
so they can continue to soak up the KKCL 
Juniors atmosphere.

Max Rayne Halls of Residence is owned by 
University College London (UCL). The halls 
have dedicated security and caretaking staff 
and KKCL’s own residential staff ensure that 
students are well looked after and meals are 
provided.

The halls are divided into male and female 
wings. All rooms offered in Max Rayne are 
single with shared bathroom facilities.

Hotels
Harrow

 3 TV and hot drink facilities in each room

 3 Buffet breakfast provided

 3 Free bulk laundry service

 3 En Suite bathrooms

 3 24-hour reception

 3 24-hour emergency number

                                                                                                                      

Some students prefer the familiarity of 
a hotel. All our partner hotels are within 
convenient travelling distance from the 
school and are checked and inspected by our 
staff prior to arrival to ensure the rooms and 
services meet our quality standards.

Hotel staff will be on hand at all times to look 
after the students. Bookings are available for 
single, double and family rooms, to be shared 
by students of the same sex.

Please note that we can arrange hotel 
accommodation for adult or  group bookings 
only.

Live well, learn well.
The quality of accommodation is just as important as the other aspects of the KKCL Juniors experience. That’s 
why we and our partner agencies inspect every homestay, residence and hotel to make sure they meet our high 
standards. Whether students want the wonderful language benefits of staying with an English-speaking family, or 
would rather relax in a hotel, we’re sure we have something for everyone.

Our lessons take place in a unique, protected building (originally a 
village school house), which has stood for well over a hundred years 
in our leafy corner of London.

Nearest Underground Station: Sudbury Hill 
Availability: Year-Round (closed groups) & Summer School 
Summer School Dates: 28/06/2015 - 19/09/2015

Located in the heart of one of the most vibrant boroughs of London, 
KKCL Camden Town is a truly exciting centre in which to learn 
English over the summer.

Nearest Underground Station: Camden Town (UCL Max Rayne) 
Availability: Summer School 
Summer School Dates: 12/07/2015 - 08/08/2015

HARROW 
KKCL Main School

CAMDEN TOWN 
WMC The Camden College
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KKCL ENGLISH CLUB

What is KKCL English Club?
English Club is our own online learning space which can be 

accessed by all KKCL Juniors students. Inside you will find 

English lessons, complete access to your photos, videos from 

your time in the college and ways of keeping in contact with 

your new friends from the course.

Just log in and let’s go!

English Club Lessons
As an e-learning platform, English Club features regularly 

updated lessons from our most experienced teachers. 

Students can click on one of our lessons and receive all the 

benefits of an English class without leaving the comfort of 

their home. 

These lessons utilise online videos, text, exclusive tutorial 

videos and the latest technology to help students with their 

English when no teacher is around. 

Your KKCL Memories & 
Accomplishments
Lessons aren’t the only reason to join KKCL English Club. It 

can also be used for storage and socialising, allowing you to 

view and share your photos, projects and videos. Your stay 

may be over, but the record of what you produced will always 

be there for you. 

Plus, it’s a great way to make your friend’s jealous!

Learn wherever you go 
So what do students do after their stay at KKCL has come to an end? We want our students to take the enthusiasm 
that they have gained in the school, and the memories of the great time they have had, and use it as the fuel 
needed to continue their learning. That’s exactly where KKCL English Club comes in!

English Club Access

Interested? To try KKCL 
English Club for yourself, 

please visit:

englishclub.kkcl.org.uk/access  

Worldwide Students
In summary, then, KKCL English Club works as an online 

school, where anyone can walk through our virtual doors and 

take a class. Therefore, we don’t limit ourselves to just the 

students who have made the trip to see us in the UK. 

We also welcome students from all over the world to the 

English Club. Membership is annual and gives full access to 

our online lessons.

*And don’t worry about someone accessing your materials 

without your permission. Any outside member will be limited 

to English lessons and their own material - meaning you 

retain complete control over who sees your Go Create! 

masterpieces! 
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“I’m sure that 
students coming 
here will love it. 
Thank you KKCL 
for a great time in 
London!”

@Narek (Armenia)
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FAQs

Q: When can I apply for KKCL Juniors?

A: We begin accepting applications for the summer school programme from 
January of the same year. You can enrol online via our website, by post, fax or 
email, or with an authorised local agent.

Q: How can I book an individual student?

A: Visit our website www.kkcljuniors.com and complete the application form. 
You will receive a confirmation email saying that your application has been 
received. After we have processed it, we will issue you with an invoice and 
confirmation letter via email. 

Q: How can I book a group?

A: Our programme can be tailored to meet your group’s requirements. For 
more information, please contact the school and ask to speak to one of our 
sales staff for a quotation. Below are some example programmes we have 
offered to our partner institutions:

PET Exam practice; Winter School for Chinese groups; Prestigious University 
Scholar; British Cultural Experience; Drama-focused English and West End 
musicals; KKCL School News Reports; Family bookings for young learners 
and parents. 

Q: What should students bring for the stay?

A: We send a pre-departure pack to all students once the booking is 
confirmed, containing everything they will need. If you have further questions, 
you can always contact one of our advisors at the office. If you want to give a 
student pocket money, we would suggest a maximum of £50 per week, in case 
students wish to pay for any optional trips or activities as well as for personal 
shopping.

Q: Is there a place where students can store valuables?

A: Yes. We have safety lockers onsite. We can safely store documents, pocket 
money and any valuables on the school premises on request.

Q: How do I contact a student at the school?

A: The pre-departure pack (see above) gives you the contact details of the 
school, the emergency phone number and information about the best time 
to contact students while they are with us. Staff can help students to contact 
you once they have arrived.

Q: Can I visit a student while they are in the school?

A: We are very happy to have parents or relatives visit the school, as long as 
you contact us in advance to arrange this.

Q: Can a student leave the school for a short time if they have permission 
from parents? For example, to visit a relative or a family friend who lives 
nearby?

A: It is permissible to have a parent or relative take a student out of the school 
for a short time, as long as they have contacted the school in advance to 
arrange this.

Parents or relatives who accompany the student away from the school will be 
asked to sign an absentee form, to leave their passport with the school office 
and to provide a contact number in case of emergency.

Q: What will happen during the first day at the school?

A: On arrival at our school, students are greeted by a senior member of staff 
who will be able to answer any immediate questions. Students then receive a 
tour of the school and full induction covering the school’s facilities, emergency 
procedures and welfare provision. Students are told who to contact if they 
encounter any problems or need any help and how to go about making 

suggestions or complaints. As part of the induction, students are given an ID 
card and workbook with a 24-hour emergency contact number.

Q: Is it possible for the school to cater for special dietary requirements?

A: Yes, we can cater for different dietary requirements, as long as we are told 
in advance at the time of booking (see the booking form for details).

Q: What if a student has a medical condition that requires special 
arrangements?

A: You are asked to provide information about any medical conditions on the 
booking form. This information will be acknowledged by our team during the 
student’s stay. Please note we are not allowed to provide any specialised or 
prescription medication. All students are asked to bring such medication with 
them.

If a student loses their medication, our duty staff will help with the process of 
acquiring replacements. Please be aware that medical treatment in the UK 
could incur a cost payable by the student. The National Health Service (NHS) 
only provides free medical care to EU students and certain other countries, 
and it does not cover dental treatment, glasses and prescriptions. The college 
will only send students for treatment in emergency situations. Non-urgent 
treatment should be carried out in the student’s home country.

Q: Do I need to purchase travel insurance?

A: We provide student travel insurance at no extra cost. The insurance 
policy covers cancellation and curtailment, course fees, medical, personal 
belongings and money, as well as personal liability. If you wish to make a claim 
from the insurance company, KKCL will provide the student with a claim form 
which needs to be filled in and submitted to the insurance company directly 
either by the student or by a parent/guardian. 

Q: Is it possible to choose a homestay?

A: We always do our best to match your needs and requests but it is not 
possible for parents or students to choose a homestay themselves.

Q: Does my child need a visa to study at the school?

A: This depends on your nationality. For the latest visa information please 
contact the British Embassy in your home country or check: 

https://www.gov.uk/check-uk-visa.

If the student does require a visa then you should apply to the summer school 
as early as possible to secure their place and ensure they can apply for and 
receive their visa in time for the start of the programme. 

We will provide students with a visa letter that can be used to support 
their visa application. The letter includes the necessary information for visa 
application as required by the UK Home Office and cannot be amended to 
suit individual requests.

We can post visa letters out via regular mail or students can request them to 
be sent by courier, which will be subject to an additional charge.

Q: I have another question!

If you have any further questions, please contact us at: 

info@kkcljuniors.com
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“My experience at KKCL was great. Lessons are 
brilliant and every day we do something new. In 
the afternoon the college usually has trips or fun 
activities like making a music video..

Every week we have a topic, for example, last week 
the topic was “Music Week”. During the lesson, the 
teacher gave us some ideas for writing a song and 
helped us to write our own. In the afternoon we 
produced music on the computer with a fantastic 
programme and then we made a music video.

If you have any problem the staff are always ready 
to help you.

My experience at KKCL was super and I hope it will 
be for you too.”

MY KKCL STUDENT EXPERIENCE...

KKCL Juniors 

103-105 Greenford Road 

Harrow 

HA1 3QF 

UK

Tel: +44 (0)208 869 0910 or 0800 699 0168 

Fax: +44 (0)844 318 8158  

Email: info@kkcljuniors.com 

Web: www.kkcljuniors.com

KKCL Juniors is operated by Katherine & King’s College of London (KKCL). 
Katherine & King’s College of London (KKCL) is a trading name of Roxinford Education UK Ltd. Registered in 
England. Company number 6260864. All marks and trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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Maria Pia 
Italy

“I think the classes were really wonderful. In the 
class you are relaxed and the games are interesting. 
We can create music, cartoons, movies and my 
favourite... a horror movie. Our teacher helped us 
to make some special effects for it.

I enjoyed activities such as the ten-pin bowling. I 
think I want to go ten-pin bowling in China!

The trips are really interesting because we have a 
wonderful guide who can tell us about the different 
places we visit.

Join us at KKCL. You will enjoy it, trust me!”

Lingfeng Pan 
China
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